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Purpose: The objectives of this study were the creation and validation of a screening
tool for age-relatedmacular degeneration (AMD) for routine assessment byprimary care
physicians, ophthalmologists, other healthcare professionals, and the general popula-
tion.

Methods: A simple, self-administered questionnaire (Simplified Théa AMD Risk-
Assessment Scale [STARS] version 4.0) which included well-established risk factors
for AMD, such as family history, smoking, and dietary factors, was administered to
patients during ophthalmology visits. A fundus examination was performed to deter-
mine presence of large soft drusen, pigmentary abnormalities, or late AMD. Based
on data from the questionnaire and the clinical examination, predictive models were
developed to estimate probability of the Age-Related Eye Disease Study (AREDS) score
(categorized as low risk/high risk). Themodels were evaluated by area under the receiv-
ing operating characteristic curve analysis.

Results: A total of 3854 subjects completed the questionnaire and underwent a fundus
examination. Early/intermediate and late AMDwere detected in 15.9% and 23.8% of the
patients, respectively. A predictive model was developed with training, validation, and
test datasets. The model in the test set had an area under the curve of 0.745 (95% confi-
dence interval [CI]= 0.705–0.784), a positive predictive value of 0.500 (95% CI= 0.449–
0.557), and a negative predictive value of 0.810 (95% CI = 0.770–0.844).

Conclusions: The STARS questionnaire version 4.0 and the model identify patients at
high risk of developing late AMD.
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Translational Relevance: The screening instrument described could be useful to evalu-
ate the risk of late AMD in patients>55 years without having an eye examination, which
could lead to more timely referrals and encourage lifestyle changes.

Introduction

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a
progressive and degenerative disease of the retina
and choroid with a high and growing incidence in
the elderly population of industrialized nations.1,2 In
the age range of 45 to 85 years, the prevalence of
AMD has been estimated at 8.7%,2 and at 17.6%
in those aged ≥85 years.3 According to the sever-
ity of the retinal findings, AMD can be categorized
as early, intermediate, and late AMD, a classification
which helps clinicians to track progression, estimate
risk, and provide advice on possible interventions.4
There are two subtypes of late AMD, geographic
atrophy and neovascular disease, and both are associ-
ated with blindness and major impact on quality of
life.5 Although there is no current curative therapy
for AMD, the neovascular forms of the disease can
be treated with antivascular endothelial growth factor
injections.6,7 However, treatment is burdensome, some
patients do not respond adequately, and progressive
vision loss is common.

Due to the high incidence and major impact of
AMD on quality of life,8 the development of a general
and reliable early risk evaluation for AMD has been
the focus of much research. Accurate analysis of
risk factors could lead to timely monitoring, lifestyle
changes, such as dietary modifications, and possible
clinical interventions. A number of prognostic models
using statistical methods have been developed that
use features such as genetic polymorphisms, clinical
history of the patient, baseline grade of AMD, and
behavioral factors.9–12 Some of these models allow for
missing data, such as genotypes, and all are meant to
assess likelihood of progressing to late AMD longi-
tudinally over time. More recently, deep learning has
been applied that analyzes imaging data,13–17 but these
technologies are rarely applicable or available in daily
clinical practice.

Another approach is the development of relatively
simple questionnaires with the objective of identifi-
cation of individuals currently at risk. The Simpli-
fied Théa AMD Risk-Assessment Scale (STARS)
questionnaire was developed and validated as a tool
to be used by ophthalmologists in routine clinical
practice or as a self-assessment for identification of
patients at risk of AMD.18 The STARS question-

naire was derived from large samples of subjects aged
≥50 years from European ancestry and showed good
discrimination of patients with and without AMD.
The STARS questionnaire evaluated well-established
AMD risk factors, such as ethnicity, family history of
AMD, smoking, and personal medical history, but did
not include information on possible diet-related risk
factors.

There is interest in including diet and nutritional
information in the algorithms, as diet is a modifi-
able factor that could be applied early to slow disease
progression.19 In a single large randomized clinical
trial, some nutritional supplements were found to have
a potential role in delaying the progression of interme-
diate forms of AMD,20,21 and numerous other studies
have suggested that diet could have a role in delaying
the progression of AMD.19,22–26 For these reasons, a
new version of the STARS questionnaire (version 4.0)
was developed that incorporated dietary factors into
the algorithm to predict AMD risk.

Here, we present the development and valida-
tion of a new screening tool based on the modified
STARS questionnaire. This instrument, which includes
dietary information, was used to collect the data
among individuals aged ≥55 years, and to establish
the relationship between risk factors and the presence
of clinical signs of AMD. The new predictive model
was designed to identify probability of a high Age-
Related Eye Disease Study (AREDS) score (2–4),27
which provides an estimation of the risk of develop-
ing late AMD in 5 years. The model was implemented
in an online platform that could be used by ophthal-
mologists, primary health physicians, other healthcare
professionals, and the general population, as a screen-
ing tool for risk of AMD without genetic testing and a
detailed eye examination.

Methods

This study was promoted by the Spanish Retinal
and Vitreous Society (SERV), the Health Research
Cooperative Network in Ophthalmology (RETICS-
OFTARED), and the Retina+ Foundation. Théa
Laboratoires provided technical and logistics support
for the development of the study. The protocol was
approved by the Clinical Research Ethical Committee
of the University Hospital of Valladolid (Valladolid,
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Spain) on July 26, 2013. The study was conducted in
accordance with the ethical principles of the Decla-
ration of Helsinki, good pharmaco-epidemiology
practices (GPPs), and the applicable laws and regula-
tions of Spain. All individuals were informed of the
objectives of the study and authorized their inclusion
by signing a consent form prior to participation.

Patient Population and Study Design

A cross-sectional survey was carried out with the
participation of 44 ophthalmologists working in 44
public or private hospitals and eye clinics throughout
Spain, who recruited patients from September 2013
to November 2015. Inclusion criteria were patients
aged ≥55 years attending a routine clinical ophthal-
mological visit. Patients were invited to participate
in the study regardless of the reason for the visit to
the ophthalmologist (e.g. periodic review of chronic
disease, acute symptoms, preparation for surgery,
follow-up, etc.), and the invitation was unrelated
to the possible presence of AMD symptoms. All
patients completed the STARS questionnaire version
4.0 consisting of topics related to possible AMD risk
factors: age, gender,medical history (myocardial infarc-
tion, hypertension, atherosclerosis, and hypercholes-
terolemia), body mass index (BMI), family history of
AMD (father, mother, and siblings), smoking habits,
iris color, ocular risk factors (emmetropia, hyperopia,
and myopia), and dietary factors, such as consump-
tion of alcohol, oily fish, eggs, green-leaf vegetables,
fruit, and omega-3 rich oils (see Supplementary Figs.
S1 and S2 in Supplementary Information). Next, the
ophthalmologist performed a dilated fundus examina-
tion to verify the presence of large soft drusen (>125
μm), pigmentary abnormalities, or late AMD. For each
patient, a single visit was necessary, no specific treat-
ment was prescribed related to the study, and there was
no follow-up. All data were anonymous and collected
in an electronic database for further processing.

Risk Model Development

The model was designed to identify probability of
a high AREDS score (2–4) without having a clinical
examination. This score correlates with an estimated
risk of developing late AMD in 5 years. To develop
the model, data from the STARS questionnaire and
the fundus examinations of patients were used. Patients
with missing data on the fundus examination were
not included in the model training. AREDS score was
derived and the presence of early/intermediate and late
AMD were assessed. The database was split randomly
into three independent datasets (60% training, 20%

validation, and 20% testing). Database feature and
dimensionality reduction were performed by mutual
information, and correlation analysis by principal
component analysis, respectively.

Some independent variables in the STARS
questionnaire version 4.0 were not used in further
analysis due to low variability (geographic origin of
ancestors and skin color), inconsistency (consump-
tion of supplements of vitamin C, omega-3 oils, or
lutein/zeaxanthin), and because it lowered the accuracy
of the final model (cataract surgery).

The machine learning techniques that were
evaluated to derive the predictive algorithm were
logistic regression, decision tree analysis, random
forest, support vector machine, K-nearest neighbor’s
algorithm, naïve Bayes, and artificial neural networks.
An exhaustive search of different parameters was
applied to the training dataset. Best parameters were
chosen according to the performance of each fit model
applied on the validation set. The performance was
assessed based on metrics that quantifies the quality
of predictions: true positive (TP), true negative (TN),
false negative (FN) and false positive (FP), receiving
operating characteristic (ROC), and area under the
curve (AUC). To select the best model, performance
of the model in the test group (accuracy and AUC)
were considered (see Supplementary Tables S1 and S2,
and Supplementary Fig. S2 for comparative between
logistics regression and neural network models). The
dependent variables were the presence of large drusen
and pigmentary abnormalities. The relationship was
established based on the AREDS score.27 The AREDS
scoring scale for the risk of developing late AMD in
the next 5 years relies on the presence of pigmentary
abnormalities and large drusen (defined as >125 μm).
This scale consists of 5 levels, from level 0 (lack of risk
factors in both eyes) up to level 4 (presence of large
drusen and pigment changes in both eyes), and each
level is associated with a probability of developing late
AMD in the next 5 years overall, but is not eye specific.
These probabilities are: score 0 (0–1% probability),
score 1 (1–5%), score 2 (5–19%), score 3 (19–31%), and
score 4 (31–50%). In this study, risk of late AMD was
categorized as “low” for AREDS scores 0 and 1 and as
“high” for AREDS scores 2 to 4.

The analysis was performed using software R
Project 3.5 and Python 3.7.

Web Application

The web application tool was created using HTML
and Django 2, a high-level Python Web framework.
The design and views of the user interface were devel-
oped in cooperation with ophthalmologists with the
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objective being ease of use. The main view of the appli-
cation is the STARS questionnaire version 4.0, which
should be completed by the user. The interface then
returns a prediction of the risk of developing lateAMD
in the next 5 years. The model evaluates the risk of the
patient at different ages with the same items that he/she
completed in the questionnaire. If the risk of the user is
predicted to worsen in the future, the interface returns
a prediction about the risk factor of developing late
AMD at that age. Additionally, the web tool provides
recommendations according to the risk level of devel-
oping late AMD in the next 5 years. The interface was
developed in two languages, English and Spanish.

Statistical Analysis

All the variables in the database were discrete.
Histograms and contingency tables were performed to
analyze its distribution and variability. Contingency
tables included frequencies and relative percentages.

Results

A total of 3854 patients who had completed the
STARS version 4.0 questionnaire during a visit to their
ophthalmologists and who had undergone a fundus
examination (identification of soft drusen [>125 μm],
pigmentary abnormalities, or a diagnosis of late AMD)
were included in the study. Table 1 summarizes the
demographic characteristics of the patients and the
results from the survey and the eye examination. Most
patients (78.5%) were aged ≥65 years and 57.2% were
women. A large number of patients were overweight
(BMI >25, 58.8%), had hypertension (52.4%), and
hypercholesterolemia (38.5%). Upon fundus examina-
tion, early/intermediate and late AMDwere diagnosed
in 15.9% and 23.8% of the patients, respectively. No
AMD was detected in 60.3% of patients.

Of all machine learning techniques tested, logis-
tic regression was chosen for predictive model-
ing. The independent variables used were: “age,”
“gender,” “BMI,” “father with AMD,” “mother with
AMD,” “sibling with AMD,” “myocardial infarc-
tion,” “presence of atherosclerosis,” “‘high choles-
terol,” “smoking habit,” “beer consumption,” “wine
consumption,” “fish consumption,” “fruit consump-
tion,” “vegetables consumption,” “eggs consump-
tion,” “omega-3-rich oils,” “iris color,” “hyperopia,”
and “myopia.” Data from 2312 patients (59.8%) was
used in model training, information from 771 patients
(18.4%) was included in model validation, and 771
patients (18.4%) were represented in model testing.

Table 1. STARS Questionnaire Version 4.0.a

Variable N (%)

Age, y
55–64 982 (25.5)
65–74 1214 (31.5)
75–85 1335 (34.6)
>85 323 (8.4)

Sex
Female 2203 (57.2)
Male 1651 (42.8)

Body mass index (kg/m2)
<25 1590 (41.3)
25–30 1633 (42.4)
>30 631 (16.4)

Family history of AMD
No 3365 (87.3)
Yes 489 (12.7)

Myocardial infarction
No 3568 (92.6)
Yes 286 (7.4)

Hypertension
No 1833 (47.6)
Yes 2021 (52.4)

Atherosclerosis
No 3314 (86.0)
Yes 540 (14.0)

Hypercholesterolemia
No 2369 (61.5)
Yes 1485 (38.5)

Smoking
Never 2148 (55.7)
Former smoker >20 y 576 (15.0)
Former smoker 10–20 y 377 (9.8)
Former smoker <10 y 302 (7.8)
Current 451 (11.7)

Beer consumption (glasses per week)
<2 3255 (84.5)
2–7 459 (11.9)
>7 140 (3.6)

Wine consumption (glasses per week)
<2 2765 (71.7)
2–7 786 (20.4)
>7 303 (7.9)

Oily fish consumption (servings per month)
<1 759 (19.7)
2–4 1432 (37.2)
>4 1663 (43.2)

Eggs consumption (servings per month)
<1 278 (7.2)
2–4 1270 (33.0)
>4 2306 (59.8)

Green leafy vegetables consumption (servings per week)
<2 537 (13.9)
2–7 1931 (50.1)
>7 1386 (36.0)

Fruit and fruit juices consumption (servings per week)
<2 233 (6.1)
2–7 893 (23.2)
>7 2728 (70.8)

Omega-3 rich oils consumption (servings per week)
<2 2021 (52.4)
2–7 860 (22.3)
>7 973 (25.3)

Myopia
No 2832 (73.5)
Yes 1022 (26.5)
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Table 1. Continued
Variable N (%)

Hyperopia
No 2787 (82.3)
Yes 1067 (27.7)

Emmetropia
No 2089 (54.2)
Yes 1765 (45.8)

Iris color
Dark 2438 (63.3)
Light 1416 (36.7)

AMDb,c

Early/intermediate 612 (15.9)
Late 918 (23.8)
No 2324 (60.3)

AREDS Scoreb

0 2324 (60.3)
1 137 (3.6)
2 452 (11.7)
3 119 (3.1)
4 822 (21.3)

Data used to build the model (N = 3,854).
aFor model construction, several items from the question-

naire were not considered because of low variability and are
not shown here (geographic background of ancestors and
skin color).

bThese items were completed by the ophthalmologist
upon fundus examination.

cNo AMD: No late AMD diagnosis, no drusen, no pigmen-
tary abnormalities; Early/intermediate AMD: No late AMD
diagnosis, presence of drusen and/or pigmentary abnor-
malities; Late AMD: presence of geographic atrophy and/or
neovascular AMD.

The performance of the logistic regression model
was evaluated by the area under ROC curves (AUC), as
shown in Figure 1. The AUCwas 0.75 (95%CI= 0.71–
0.78). This model suggested a high AREDS score with
an accuracy of 67.70% (95% CI = 64.4–71.0). Table 2
shows the metrics obtained from the logistic regression
model, with a positive predictive value of 0.500 (95%

Figure 1. Area under ROC (AUC) curve of the logistic regression
model derived from the test set.

CI = 0.449–0.557) and a negative predictive value of
0.810 (95% CI = 0.770–0.844).

The model was implemented online at www.
Test4Retina.com. To be able to relate the proba-
bilities derived from the logistic regression model
with the AREDS scores and the 5-year proba-
bilities of developing late AMD,4 the probabili-
ties from the model were distributed by using the
specificity and sensitivity metrics. The results are
shown in Table 3 and Figure 2. To determine the
result for the model probabilities for each range,
linear extrapolations were performed. The website
indicates that it is not a diagnostic tool. Rather,
the results obtained are estimates of the current
AREDS score that provide the risk of developing
late AMD in 5 years. An eye examination by an
ophthalmologist is recommended, especially for older
individuals.

Table 2. Performance of the Logistic Regression Model in the Test Group

Predicted Actual Accuracyc = 0.677 (95% CI = 0.644–0.710)
Sensitivity = 0.660 (95% CI = 0.601–0.719)
Specificity = 0.685 (95% CI = 0.645–0.725)
PPV = 0.500 (95% CI = 0.449–0.557)
NPV = 0.810 (95% CI = 0.770–0.844)

Low riska High riskb Total
Low risk 356 85 441
High risk 164 166 330
Total 520 251 771

aPatients with an AREDS score 0-1.
bPatients with an AREDS score 2-4.
cAccuracy was defined as (TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN), where TP and TN are true positives and negatives, respectively, and

FP and FN are false positives and negatives, respectively.
CI, confidence interval; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value.

http://www.Test4Retina.com
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Table 3. Model Correspondence With the AREDS Score

Model’s Labels
Model 5-y Risk
Probabilitiesa

Assigned Ranges for AREDS Score’s 5-y
AMD Risk Probabilitiesb

AREDS
Score AREDS Score Label

Low risk 0–37.1% 0–1% 0 Very low
37.1–41.2% 1–5% 1 Low

High risk 41.2–50.0% 5–19% 2 Mid-low
50.0–59.5% 19–31% 3 Mid-high
59.5–100% 31–50% 4 High

aThe model 5-year risk probabilities percentage ranges were obtained by splitting the probabilities of the model in five
sections. The choice of probabilities resulting from the development risk model was made considering the criterion of speci-
ficity and sensitivity. The resulting cutoff points were 0.371 (between AREDS 0 and 1, sensibility >95% [95.11%]); 0.412
(between AREDS 1 and 2, sensibility approximately 90% [89.7%]); and 0.595 (between AREDS 3 and 4, specificity >90%
[90.06%]) (See Fig. 2).

bThe choice of the risk of developing AMD at 5 years taking into account the risks of AREDS was made by building ranges
basedon the results obtained inFerris et al.4 Inorder todetermine the result that thewebsite returns for themodelprobabilities
for each range, linear extrapolations were performed. It was decided that the website did not return risk percentages of more
than 50%.

Figure 2. Relationship between the logistic regression model
probabilities and theAREDS score’s associatedprobabilities (Table 3).

Discussion

In this study, we have described the development
and evaluation of a screening tool that includes dietary
factors for the assessment of AMD risk among individ-
uals aged ≥55 years. The data on which the logis-
tic regression model was based includes the results of
a survey with the STARS questionnaire version 4.0,
which was carried out at multiple centers throughout
Spain. The results suggest that the model performed
well (AUC = 0.75 [0.72; 0.79]) for identifying high
risk of late AMD (AREDS score 2–4) in this patient
population.

In the absence of curative therapies for AMD, a
major goal has been the early identification of risk

factors of AMD. This strategy could help patients at
risk to modulate modifiable risk factors that could
delay the onset or slow the progression of their disease.
In the STARS questionnaire version 4.0 age, presence
of AMD in siblings, high cholesterol, and high BMI
were evaluated as risk factors for late AMD. Age is
naturally the most critical nonmodifiable risk factor
in all populations studied. For example, a study of 14
different European populations showed that late AMD
had a prevalence of 0.1% in people aged 55 to 59 years
compared to 9.8% in people aged ≥85.3 In contrast, no
gender-dependent differences have been found associ-
ated with late AMD.3

In the STARS questionnaire version 4.0, factors
related to a high risk of developing late AMD included
presence of AMD in siblings and in parents, highlight-
ing the critical role of genetic factors in the develop-
ment of AMD. Early studies with twins showed that
46% to 71% of the variation in the overall severity of
AMD could be explained by genetics,28 and the risk of
AMD is greatly increased by having an affected first-
degree relative.29,30 A family history of AMD was also
significantly associated with an increased risk for early
and late AMD in the survey carried out with the origi-
nal STARS questionnaire (odds ratio [OR] = 3.93 and
OR= 6.99, respectively;P< 0.0001).18 Currently, there
is a large list of genetic polymorphisms associated with
AMDdevelopment, mostly related to genes involved in
the complement system, extracellular matrix remodel-
ing, and lipid metabolism.31–34

The STARS questionnaire version 4.0 also evalu-
ated BMI, atherosclerosis, hypertension, hypercholes-
terolemia, prior myocardial infarction, and smoking
habits. The original STARS questionnaire showed
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a significant increased risk for AMD in subjects
with cardiovascular disease and risk factors, such
as obesity, hypercholesterolemia, and hypertension,
as in previous studies.18 Other studies suggested an
association with cholesterol,35 but other studies have
not.36 The association of BMI has been observed
before and this is a parameter usually included
in prediction models.12,18,32,37 Smoking is also a
notoriously important and widely reported predic-
tive factor for AMD.12,32,36,38–40 Although regular
physical exercise has been shown to be a protec-
tive factor for AMD,37,32,41 this was not included in
the questionnaire. However, recommendations about
physical exercise are given in the web page when the
results of the questionnaire are shown.

Because diet is an important modifiable lifestyle
factor, a strong interest has been placed in associat-
ing various dietary factors with AMD progression.
In addition to studies more than 25 years ago, more
recent studies of nutrition showed that adherence to
a Mediterranean diet was associated with a reduced
risk of incident late AMD,23,24,26 and for this reason
dietary factors were included in the STARS question-
naire version 4.0. The beneficial effects of the Mediter-
ranean diet were confirmed in studies of popula-
tions in Portugal and Italy.41,42 A few studies reported
that moderate wine or other alcohol consumption
was associated with decreased odds of developing
AMD,42–44 but some studies did not adjust for cigarette
smoking. Other studies did not find a beneficial effect
of moderate alcohol intake, but very heavy alcohol
consumption (more than 3 standard drinks per day)
was possibly associated with an increased risk of early
AMD.45,46 Many studies have shown a protective effect
of eating fish, which is rich in omega-3 fatty acids,
but it is not clear if omega-3 supplementation is
beneficial.

The major advantage of the model presented here is
that it is based on self-assessment and on basic biomed-
ical parameters that do not require detailed medical
or ophthalmological analysis. Because it does not rely
on genetic testing or fundus examination, which are
the basis for most current risk models, there are few
direct comparisons of its performance parameters.
Previous studies showed the highest AUC was 0.68 in
models with only age, gender, education, smoking, and
BMI.11,47 The AUC (0.75 [95% CI = 0.71–0.78]) in the
model described herein is higher, but somewhat lower
compared to previous models which include macular
phenotype and genetics (ranging between 0.80 and
0.90),9,11,12 but it is comparable to that of the original
STARS questionnaire (0.78 and 0.72 for the testing and
validation samples, respectively).18 The high negative
predictive value in our study (81%) should ensure that

most subjects with low risk of late AMD are correctly
classified. Because the STARS questionnaire version
4.0 was designed as a screening tool, false negative
results were minimized to avoid misclassification of
patients at risk of developing AMD. The consequence
of minimizing false negatives is the increase of false
positives, however, these can be corrected in subsequent
assessments.

The study presented here has some limitations. The
data on which the risk model was based was derived
from a highly homogeneous population in Spain,
which may not be representative of other popula-
tions. Previous epidemiologic studies have found differ-
ences in prevalence between geographic regions.2 For
example, Europeans have higher prevalence of late
AMD than Africans (0.5% vs. 0.3%), and a higher
prevalence of the geographic atrophy subtype than
Asians, Africans, and Hispanics.2

Although previous studies of prevalence of AMD
in Europe have shown only small differences between
countries,48,49 country-specific validation of the
STARS questionnaire would be desirable. Another
limitation is that, although the questionnaire and
web tool was designed to be used by primary care
physicians, specialists, and the general public, it was
validated on a population attending an ophthalmology
clinic, and over-represents subjects already aware of
their disease. This was evident by the fact that about
40% of the patients who completed the questionnaire
were diagnosedwithAMD.Applicability to the general
population would therefore need to be validated in
further studies. Finally, an important limitation is its
self-reported nature of diet and medical history. The
questionnaire was designed to be concise and easy to
complete, and more detailed assessment of lifestyle
patterns could, if necessary, be performed by the physi-
cian in those cases in which elevated risk is observed.
The physician could also subsequently perform a more
detailed examination of such parameters as BMI,
blood pressure, or blood lipids to advise the patients
on possible lifestyle changes or medication. Finally,
it would have been preferable to test the model in a
prospective dataset.

In Spain, one of the objectives of the SERV, in
collaborationwith primary care and general practition-
ers, is to reduce blindness caused by AMD. The Society
has proposed a mass screening program in the popula-
tion, similar to those carried out to detect diabetic
retinopathy or early colon or breast cancer, bymeans of
non-mydriatic retinal photography. However, as there
are >15 million people >55 years old in Spain, this
strategy is not feasible at present. Prior selection by
means of the STARS questionnaire could allow screen-
ing efforts to be directed to the population at greatest
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risk. This campaign would also increase knowledge of
AMD, the risk factors involved, and encourage lifestyle
changes that could help reduce the impact of AMD
blindness in the long term.

In summary, the screening tool presented here may
be useful to evaluate the risk of later stages of AMD in
patients aged ≥55 years without having an eye exami-
nation. It was designed to be used by primary care
physicians, ophthalmologists, other healthcare profes-
sionals, and the general population as a rapid and
basic assessment, with the objective of detecting those
patients at high risk that should seek further evalua-
tion. The role of primary care physicians to identify
early signs of AMD in individuals at risk is criti-
cal.50 The primary care physicians can provide timely
referrals and encourage behavioral modifications that
reduce risk factors. Prospective studies will be needed
to determine the general applicability of the tools
described here and their effectiveness in meeting these
goals.
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